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* AT EXEiSOITIC AM) SURERSO~C SPEEDS 

By Robert rP. Olson and Robert S. Chubb 

The static longitudinal-, lateral-, and directional-stability and 
control characteristics of a l,/l%scale model of the DoUgla8 X-3 airplane 
at sub8onic and supersonic Mach ?muhrs are presented. The model was 
equipped with an all +.wvable horizontal tail, an aileron on the left 
wing, and a rudder on the vertical&ail surface. The investigation 
covered a range of Mach nut&ers from O.&I to 0.93 and 1.30 to 1.91 at 
Reynolds numbers of 0.98 to 2.61 million. 

In general,thelift-curve slope gradually increased with fncreasing 
subsonic speed up to a Mach nnuber of 0.93, and gradually decreased with 
increasing supersonic speed up to a Mach number of 1.91. A slight 
increase in drag coefficient was evident at a Mach nu&er of 0.90, but 
the dragdivergence Mach nu&er wa8 not reached within the subsonic Mach 
number range of the tests. At supersonic speeds, the drag coefficient 
for lift coeffiaients less than 0.3 gradually decreased tith increasing 
speed up to a mch nu&er of 1.91. 

The first results of the stability investigation indicated that at 
a Mach nu8.ibe.r of 0.85, the airplane would have marginal longitudinal 
stability for mderate lift coefficients and at a Mach nuniber of 1.91, 
have nearly neutral longitudinal stabilfty for high values of lift 
coefficient tith the controls set for zero pitching moment. The use of 
a larger horizontal tail (38.4-gercen-t larger area) of higher aspect 
ratio (4.33 as compared with 3.05 for the original configuration) was 
8howWto elk&sate the margiaal longitudinal-stabSlity region at 0.85 
Mach nu&er and to provide adequate longitudinal stability for all lift 
coefficients for zero pitching-mnment conditions at a Mach nuuiber of 
1.91. 

. 
The effecidveneas of the all -ble horfzontal tail In providing 

longitudinal control was found to be constant with increasing subsonic 
Mach nun&er, but the results indicate about a &percent decrease in 
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the pftcbing+nome.ut effectiveness with increasisg speed in the range of 
Mach n&era from 1.3 to 1.91. 

Although the results indicate that the a~&&az& & be directioz+ 
ally and laterally stable in the subsonic and supersonic &peed ranges 
investigated, the directional stability may be mrginal for 8mall angles 
of sideslip at a Mach nmiber of 0.90. 

The directional- and lateral-control data indicate liasar varia- 
tions of yawiq+mmn t coefficient with rudder deflection and rolling- 
moment coefficient with aileron deflection for the airplaue little 
affected by angle of attack. 

In order to aid in the prediction of the stability and control _ -_ 
characteristics of the X-3 airplam (Air Force Project M-6) and 
to provide a sound basis for the flight investigations which will be 
conducted using this proposed supersonic research vehicle, the aero- 
dynamic characteristics of a l/E-scale model of the X-3 airplane have 
been determined from tests made in the Ames &by &foot sqmrsonic wind 
tuuru31. 

The present report gives the result8 of force teats of the 
1/12--stale We1 of the X-3 research airplane made to determine the 
longitudinal-, lateral-, and directional-stability and control chax- 
acteristice at Mach nuBbers of from 0.60 to 1.91, inclusive. Retits 
of additional test;6 made to determine the-effects on the longitudinal- 
stabilfty characteristics of increasing the size of the horizontal tail 
are also presented. Statfc pressures at various fuselage stations, 
obtained in conjunction with the force tests , are presented for use in 
determining canopy loads and pos8Ible airspeed-orifice lOCatiOnS 

All data are presented as standard NACA coefficients of forces and 
mmsnts referred to the axes shown in figure 1. With the exception of 
the horizontalAil hinge moments, all data were referred to a longit+ 
dinal centerwf-gravity position at the leading edge of the wing mesn 
aerodynamLc chord and a vertical position l-inch-model scale above the 
fuselage reference line. 
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Sufficient data are presented to per&t the reader to com&.te the 
yawing moments and rolling moments about the Stability ax&s. 

Horizontal-tail hinge moments for both configurations Wvestigated 
were lneasured about 811 axis positioned at the 2wercent point of the- 
me89 aerodynamic chord of the exposed tall of configuration A which 
passes through the plane of -try at the 54.7-percent point of the 
theoretical root chord. 
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The aymSol8 and coefficients are defined as follows: 

lfft coefficfent 

drag coefficient 

pitch-t coefficient pitching moment 
s= 

horizonta&tail hing-ment coefficient 
T > 

(Moment tending to lower trailing edge-is positive.) 

cross--win+force coefficient 
( 

,croSsripd force 
ss > i 

yaxingdmment coefficient 
( 

J""Mqz""t 
> 

rollmnt coeffFcient 
( 

r"ll%bmment 
> 

. 

rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of attack, per degree .., 

rate Of Change Of cros~il%%force coefficient &.th angle of side- 
slip, measured at constant angle of attack, per depee 

rate of change of yaw-tint coefficient with angle of sideslip, 
measured at constant angle of attack, per degree 

rate of change of rolUng*ment.coefffFcient with angle of side- 
slip, measured at constant angle of attack, per degree 
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. 
- rate of change of pitching+mraent coefficient with horizontal-tall 
ait incidence, measured at constant lift coefficient, per degree 4 

a 

b 

bt 

C 

Ct 

local Speed of sound, feet per second 

wing span, feet 

horizontal-tail span, feet 

chord of the wing pmallel to FlaTbe of syJm3tWr f88t 

chord of the horizontal tail parall to plane of symmetry, feet 

z mean aerod;ynamic chord of the wing 

% 

cP 

% 

it 

m 

P 

PO 

4 

Y 

mean aerodynamic chord of the horizontal tail 
feet 

specific heat at constant pressure 

Specific beat at c0nStan.t VOlUIUe 

horizontal tail incidence with respect to.the fusel.age reference 
line, positfve with t&e trafling edge dm d, depees 

111815s flow 

local static pressure, pout& per aqume foot 

free--strealIl static pr8sSW8, pwldS p8r SqW8 fOOt 

fYee+tream Qnamic pressure (+w2) , pan&3 per square foot 
. 

perpendicular distance along the wing semispan fromthemdel 
plane of Egmmtw, feet . 

. 
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6a 

a, 

P 

perpendicu&ar digtance along the horizontal-tail semiapan from 
the model ph?m Of i3yEQIBtry, f88t 

CrOSs-s8CtiOIIal ar8a Of duct, square f88t 

ratio of duct outlet area to inlet area 
I 

total pressure9 pounds per sq&e foot 

(total pressure in the free stream) - (total pressure in the air 
duct) 

Mach nuziber z 
0 

5 

pressure coefficient 

Reynolds nu&er, based on the man aer&ymmic chord of the wing 

Wing area, including that portion enclosed by tb.8 fuselage as 
determined by extendin@; the leading cud trailing edges to the 
plan8 of symmtry, square feet 

area of horizontal tail, including that portion enclosed by the 
fUS8hg8 a8 determ-ld by extending the leading and trailing 
edges to the p&m8 of symwhry, square feet 

free-stream velocity, feet per second 

mgle of attack of the fuselage reference line, de=ees 

SJl@e Of SfdeSlip, d8@88S 

ratio of specifk heats 2 
( > c, 

aileron defLection, positive downward, degrees 

rudder deflection, positive with trailing ed$e to.left, desees 

mass densi.Q- in the free stream, slugs per cubic foot 

'Phe folkWkIg notation is used tithe figures to signify VariOUS 
CoJIkinatiOnS Of the COmpoU,eUt parts Of the md81: 

BW combination ofbodysndwing 
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BWV con&in&ion of body, wing, and verticaLtail Surface 

BwH conibination of body, ww, and horizontal-tail surface 

_ 
WindTunnel andEquipment . 

..TJhe.stagnation pressure in the Ames &by &foot supersonic wlnd 
tunnel can be regulated to maintain a given test Reynolds number. The 
supersonic Mach number can be varied continuously by use of the asyat 
metric adjustable nozzle, and th8 subsonic J@ch.qu&er.through regulation 
of the co!upr8ssor speed.with the nozzle set at the 35%XirmoPopen position. 
A more complet& discussion of the tunnel characteristics is pres8nted in 
reference 1. 

The model (shown in fig. 2) was mounted on a s-t-8 support 
Bystem. For the investigation of longitudinal characteristics, the model 
was muntedwiththe plane oftbe wing vertical to permit continuous 
variation of angle of attack3 while for the investigation of lateral and 
d-Srectional cbmacteristics, the model was mounted tith the plane of the 
wing horizontal to permit contFnuous adjustment of angle of yaw. The 
a8rOdyzxmri.C forcea and ImI!mXtS on the 110d81 were measured by a Six- 
component, electric resirrtance4yp8, straw8 balance mounted on the 
sting suppoti and enclosed within the body of the Dmdel. Hinge moments 
on the horizontal tail were maEWr8d by strain gages munted on a 
cantilev8?+i~e b8m contained within the fusela,ge. 

Model 

The l/l2-scale mdel of the X-3 research airpk%?m Was furnished by 
theDouglasAircraft Company. A sketch of the model is shown in 
figUr8 3, and the geometry and dimensione of the wing and tail aI'8 given 
fa tab18 I. The model was provided with engins air Intake scoops. 
BOundary-m8r bleed Scoops were not incorporated within the -8tSj 

hence, the area of the Wk3ke scoops was made to equal the combined area 
of the engine air intake and boundary-layer bleed scoops. Ez@ne a* 
ducting was simulated to the stern of the fuselage. Constridim plates 
W8r8 furnishe'd-for the duct exits to provide exit to iIif8t al.88 ratios 
of o.ng and 0.877. An aileron was provided -on the leti wing, and the 
vertical tail had a rudder. Two all-movable horizontal tails were l)ro- 
vided for theinveStigatiOn Of 1OIIgitUdiTlRt Control. (See fig. 3.) The 
positions of static pressure tubes. inside the ducts and alang e_he we- 
lage surface are shown in figure 4. 

. 

-w 

. 

. 

. 

. 
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TFSTS AND REDUCTION OF DATA 

7 

Range of Test Variables 

The longitudinal stability and control charac%eristics of the xmdel 
were investigated for a range of Mach nmibers from 0.60 to 0.93 and from 
1.30 to 1.91. Directional- and lateral-control characteristics were 
InveStigated at Lb-0 Mach lllzniber only, while the lateral. and directional 
stability characteristics were obtained at Mach nauiaers of 0.90, 1.40, 
and 1.91. Some additional longitudinal-stability and 6ontrol character- 
istics were obtained at selected Mach n&ers for the complete model 
incorporatfng a horizontal tail larger than that used on the original 
configuration. Henceforth, &I this report, th8 tie1 incorporating a 
horizontal tail of aspect ratio 3.05 shall be referred to as configures 
tion A, and with the lmger horizontal tail of aspect ratio 4.33 &all 
b8 referred to as ConfigUratiOn B. (se8 fig. 3.) 

Reynolds nuW8r effect was iZVestigat8d ov8r a range of LO to 
2.6 millfon (based on the man aerodynamic chord of the wing) in both 
the mibsonic and supersonic Machnllmber ranges. 

Static pressures at various fuselage stations were obtained for 
Mach rm&ers of 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7. 

Precision 

The accuracy of the results canbe estimated by consideration of 
the uncertainty 3~ determining angle of attack, in measuring tunnel' 
pressures, and in m.asur~ forces and mounts with the strain--gage 
balance. A mre detailed afscussion of the factors involved is pre- 
sented in reference 2. The following table lists the estimated accuracy 
of msasurem8nt or comptiation of various quantities and coefficients: 

MaxiIhlm 

uncertainty 

Angle of attack *o.rO 
Horizontal--tail incidence a.20 
Mschntier i.01 
Reynolds nmiber k.03 x 1oe 
Lift co8fficient k.003 
Drag coefficiexrt f .0015 
Pitch~msnt coefficient -it,ool~ 
Hinge+nomnt coefficient r.004 
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Maximlm 
uncertainty 

Crosswind force coefficient A.002 
Yawing+okn.t coefficient A.001 
Rolling-moment coefficient f.001 

Reduction of Data 

With the exception of the drag data obtained for configuration B at 
a Mach number of 1.91, all data were obtained for the model with a duct 
outlet to inlet EWea ratio of 0.7'7'9 which produced a mas~low ratio 
versus Mach mu&m relationship corresponding to that of figure 5. The 
mass+Plow+ratio values used in figure 5 were calculated by means of the 
following equation: 

ml %A3 M3 -c--e 
mo Ho Al % 

In the above equation, subscript 1 indicates duct fnlet, s&Script 3 
indicates th8 duct station 4.5 inches from the duct outlet (the duct 
station of cros+sf3ctional area equal to the duct outlet area), amI 
subscript 0 indicates free--stream conditions. The total pressure in 
the air duct (H,) was Illeasured by means of a single total-head tube 
mounted at the center line of the duct. However, a subsequent Survey of 
the total-pressure variation across the duct by m%ns of a s8ven&ube 
total-head rake showed th8 pressure as IEaSIW8d by the s-18 ce.llter kite 
to be within 3 percent of the average presstire as determined from the 
pressure survey. 

The test data have been reduced to standard RACA coefficient form 
and corrected for the following factors which would affect the accuracy 
of the results. 

Tunnel+all interference.- The subsonic results have been corrected 
for the induced effects of the tunnel walls result- from lfft on the 
mod81 (see reference 3) by th8 addition of the following: 

Aa = 0.265 cr, 

& = .0046 CL2 
. 

Corrections for the effects of the tunnel walls on pitch~ment 
Coefficients w8r8 negligible and hsve been Omitted. 
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Constriction corrections to account for the blocking effect of the 
model in the tunnel test section at subsonic speeds were applied accord- 
ing to the method of reference 4. At 0.90 Mach number, this correction 
amounted to 3.3percent increase in Mach.nmber over that for tunnel 
without the model in place. 

Stream vsxiationq.-A pressure survey at subsonic speeds has indi- 
cated that the longitudm variation of static pressure in the region 
of the model is less than 2 percent of the dynamic pressure. No correc- 
tion for this effect was made. Subsonic tests of a symmtrical model 
in both the norml and th8 tierted positions have indicated no signif- 
icant stream curvature or inclfnation in the plane in which the model 
was pitched (model mounted with plane of wing in vertical position). 

A survey of the air stream in the test section at supersonic speeds 
(reference 1) has indicated that the cross flow is very small at all 
Mach mu&em. However, significant variations of stream inclination and 
curvature occur in the vertical and axial directions at Mach nmibers 
greater or less thm 1.4. 'Pherefore, the directional- and lateral- 
stability characteristics are p888nted for both the inverted and normal 
positions. The smvey also indicated that the static-pressure variations 
at supersonic speeds oth8r thas 1.4 were of sufficient magnitude to 
affect the drag results. A correction was added to the r&as=& 'Irag 
coefficient to account for the buoyancy caused by this longitudinal pree- 
sure gradient. This correction varied from a drag coefficien% of O.OUO9 
at a Mach rmioer of 1.30 to 4.0008 at a Mach nuniber of l.91. 

Support interference.- Interference effects of the sting support 
at both high subsonic and supersonic speeds are unknown aud, therefore, 
no corrections were applied. However, titerference effects of the sting 
support on the aerodynamic characteristics of a O.l&scale model of the 
X-3 airplane have been determlne d previously at low speed by testing the 
mdelinthehes 7-by~ootwindt~el~thand~t~~ adummy 
sting behind the fuselage. Results of the lcnespeed tests showed a neg- 
ligible variation in the lift or pitch- wfficient tares due 
to sting interference forth8 coqlete model. The low-speed drag- 
coefficient We forehe complete configuration remained constant at a 
value of 0.003 over the O" to 5O 

9 
-f-attack rwe, then gradually 

increased to a value of 0.010 at 10 angle of attack, and remained 
constant from lOo to 24O angle of attack. Further, mptilished data on 
file at this laboratmy indicate the interference effects do not vary 
with speed up to a Mach nun&r of 0.9; therefore, the subsonic variations 
of pitch- coefficient and drag coefficient with Mach nu&er 
probablywere not influencedby s-t- interference. 

Pressuresweremasuredatthebase of the fuselage, andalldrag 
data were adjusted to correspond to a base pressure equal to free-stream 
static pressure. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION . 

All the force and moment data obtaiqed during the investigation are 
presented in figures 6 through 34. For convenience, an index of these 
figures is presented in table II. All fuselage~static-pressur8 data, 
presented without comment, are included iptable III. Unless otherwise 
noted, all data were obtained for the model with the duct outlet to 
inlet area ratio of O,'j"j'p which produced a mass-flow ratio versus Mach 
nmiber relationship corresponding to that of figure 5. 

Lift Characteristics 

The variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack, for subsonic 
speeds, was essentially linear up to the stall except for a slight 
decrease in slope near zero angle of attack. (See figs. 6(a) and 7(a).) 
This decrease was most pronounced at the highest subsonic speeds inves- 
tigated. Results of tests in the Ames & by &foot wind tunnel 
(reference 5) of 8a aspect ratio 3.1, unswept wing have shown a similar 
lift-curve trend near zero angle of attack at these Mach nu&ers. An 
increase in the aspect ratio of the.horizontal tail (3.05 to 4.33) elin+ 
inated the decrease in slope.of the lift curve near zero angle of attack 
for zero incidence of the horizontal tail (fig. 8(a)), but not the 
decrease in slope near zero lift for a +.6O incidence of the horizontal 
tail (fig. g(a)). 

The increase in lift coefficient beyond the angle of attack at 
which the wing stalled,1 evid8nt at Mach nunibers of 0.60 to 0.85 (fig. 6), 
was probably dus to lift provided by the fuselage. Choked flow condi- 
tions in the tunnel, indicated by broken lines in the slibsonic-itata 
curves, prevented the attainment .of the angle of attack for stall above 
aMachnmiber of0.85. 

t 

At supersonic sp88ds, the lift-co8f'fYciqn-t variation with angle of 
attack for small tail incidences .was linear up to a lift coefficient of 
0.4, beyond which the rate of increase of lift coefficient with angle of 
attack dtinished with increasing.lift coefficient. (See part (a) of 
figs. 10 through 15.) Increasing the tail &pec% ratio (c@Yguration B) 
had little effect on the lifii-co8fficient variation with angle of attack 
at supersonic speeds. (See part (a) of figa. 16 through Is.) 

lstall is herein defYned as the cmditian wbsre the slope of the lift 
mrve first becomes zero at a positive angle of attack. 

. 
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Except at a Mach nu&er of 0.90, where the lift-curve slope at a 
Reynolds mm&r of 0.98 million was appreciably greater thas that for 
the higher Reynolds m&era, Reynolds number had no significant effect 
on the lift characteristics q~ to the angle of attack for stall at suI+ 
sonic speeds (figs. 19 through 22) nor through the entire augl-f- 
attack range investigated at supersonic speeds (figs. 23 through 25) 
for the range of Reynolds nu&mrs investigated (0.98 to 2.61 million at 
subsonic speeds; 1.5 to 2.61 tillion at supersonic speeds). 

The variation of lift-curve slope with Mach number is presented in 
figure 35 for various lift coefficients. A loss in lift-curve slope in 
the region of 0.85 Mach number occurs at a lift coefficient of 0.3, and 
at 0.93 B&h nuuiber n8ar zero lift; however, the loss is not of suffi- 
cient IIBgII%tUde t0 be Of concern. At sqerscmic speeds, the lift.- 
curve slope generally tends to decrease gradually with increasing Koch 
number and decreases with increasing lift coefficient throughout the 
supersonic speed rmge investigated. 

Static Longitudinal Stabilitg and Cmtrol 

The variatI.on of pitching-mamant coefficient-with lift coefficient 
was not linear for any of the sut~3onic test Kach nU&erS. (See 
fig. 6(b).) Near zero lift, the static longittiinal stability decreased 
rapidly with increasing Msch ntm&er until, at a Mach nzrmber of 0.93, 
the model became neutrally stable. At a Mach nuziber of 0.85, this 
region of virginal stability persists over a range of lift coefficients 
from 4.10 to 0.25. I 

At lift coefficients of 0 to 0.3, a linear miation of pitchkg- 
moment coefficient WLth lift coefficient exists for configuration A 
(aspect-ratio-3.05 horizontal tail) for Mach nu&ers of 1,3&to 1.91, 
inclusive. (See figs. 10 through 15). Beyond a lift coefficient of 

. 0.3, the static longitudinal stability generally decreased with ticreaa- 
ing lift coefficient. This decrease in stability with increasing lift 
coefficZent became more rapid with increasing &ach nMber until at a 
Mach ntier of 1.91 nearly neutral stability existed for configuration A 
at high values of.1if-t coefficient with the controls set for zero pitch- 
ing moment. -. 

Because of the region of nearly neutral stability at a Mach nur&er 
of 1.91 and the marginal stability existing for moderate lift coeffi- 
cients at a Mach nu&er of 0.85, additional tests were ~llade of the- .-- 
l/EZ-scale X-3 model incorporating a horizontal tail of greater aspect 
ratio (4.33 as a&n& 3.05 for the original configuration) and 
38.~percent greater area. This larger tail model has be& designated 
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configurationB. Figure 8(b) shows that use oftlrs retisedhorizontal 
tail ccmpletely eliminated the regiosa of marginal stability at all 
lift coefficients up to the stall for all subsonic %.ch numbers inves- 
tigated. No marked c-es in th8 static longitudinal stability were 
evident for Plach numbers of 1.3 and 1.6. At a Mach number of 1.9, how- 
ever, use of the higher asp8ct4atio tail did eli4irat8 the neutral 
stability existing at high valnes of lift coefficient for O+O coudi- 
tions for the original configuration. (3438 figs. 16, 17, and 18.) 

The investigation of Reynolds number effect at SubsonIc speeds 
showedtbatresults obtained at 0.98-millionReynolds mm@r generally 
exhibited a great8r longitudinal Stabili$y than existed at the higher 
Reynolds numbers of 2-29 to 2.61 millian. (see ffgB. 19, 20, 21, and 
22.) At supersonic Speeds, no appreciable Reynolds nuziber effect was 
apparent for Reynolds qlmtbers of 1.57 tb 2,,61 million. 
24, and 25.) 

(6ee figs. 23, 

The variaticm of static longitudinal Stibility withMach number 
shown in figure 36 for lift, coefficients of o and 0.3 indicates thzt 
ths most forward positicm of the neutral point fs at about 4 percent 
of the mean aerodynamic chord and occurs at a Mach mmiber of 0.85. 
Thus, for a center-of-gravity pasition at the leading edge of the wing 
mean aerodynamic chord, a minimum stability margin of 4 percent is 
attain8d for mod81 CclllfigUY%tim A. Use of the 4.334spec~tS.o hor- 
izontal till (conf'iguration B), however, increases this minimum stabil- 
ity margin to 17 percant while retaining a total center-of-pressure 
movement, over the investigated Mach mm&er range; about the same as 
that for configuraticmA (about 45 perceit of the mean aerodynamic 
chord). 

A comp~isrm of the tiai1~111 (cor&LgmatimA)and tail-off (Bw) 

..- I 

t 

pitching+uo.me nt characteristics (figs. 10 through 15) indicat8s the 
tail was destabilizing at lift coefficients above 0.65 for the Mach 
nmriber range of 1.30 to 1.91. Also, the tail-off ccmfigumticm was 
stable throughout the angle-of-attack ?mige inv+stie;ated for Mach Pulp 
bers of 1.3 to 1.7, inclusive, but became mutrally stable above an 
angle of attack of loo at a M&ch nmiber of 1.91. 

-. 

At a Mach nm&er of 1.3, ,the horizmtaI&ail effectiveness 
gradually decreased with increasing tail def'lectim. This loss in 
effectiveness with increasing tail deflection substantially decmased 
with increasing Mach numb8.r until at a Mach number of 1.7, at mcderat8 
lift coefficients, the tail effectimness'was nearly linear throughout 
the tail deflection range investi~ted (0' to -25O). 

A relatively consternt tail effectiveness (fig. 37) is evident for 
the subsonic Speed range immstigated. At superscmic speeds, however, 
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. the results indicate a reduction in tail effectiveness of about 
40 percent for an increase in Speed from a Mach number of 1.30 to 1.91. 
The 4.33-aspect-ratio tail (configuration B) was about 40 percent more 
effective than the 3.0>-aspect-ratio tail (configuration A) as would 
be expected from almost a bp8rcent greater tail area. 

Ingeneral, the slope oft& s versus cr curv8,for constant 
horizontal+ail defl8ctioq is slightly negative for the entire angle- * 
of-attack range investi@ted for Mxch numbers of 1.30 to 1.91, inclu- 

, sive. (See figs. lo(a) through 15(a).) The behavior of the hinge- 
moment coefficient with tail incitince was ccmsistent with the variz+ 
tion of pitchin@5-mamsnt coefficient with tail inCiaf3ILC8 up to a tail 
deflectim of -lg. 8O. The loss in effectiveness of the horizontal 
tail above -19.8O tail deflection was reflected in the hinge-mcanent- 
coefficient curves at a Machnn&er 1.3, but uas not 8Tia8nt for Mach 
numbers of 1.4 to 1.91, inclusive. 

The lateral- and directional-stability characteristics of the model 
for Mach nu&ers of O.gO, l.ti,'and Lglare shown in figures 26, 27, 
and 28. The model was tested in both th8 norm31 and inverted positions 
at all three Mach nmibers to determine my possible effects of aria- 
Mans in stream angle 9n the stability characteristics of the model. 
As stated previously, no.correct1oc.S kavle b88n made to these data for 
the unlmcrwa effects of sting interference. 

A marked decrease in the directional stability near zero angle of 
sideslip is indicated at a ELtch number O.gO. However, this region of 
nearly neutral stabilitg may be due to the low test Reynolds nuzib8r of 
the vertical stabilizfng Surface of the model. At a Mach number of 
1.4, the yawing-momant-caefficient variation with sideslip angle was 
more nearly linear. At l.gl&ch number, however, the nanlinear be&v- 
ior is a-in evident with generally a greater directicmal stability 
existing for smsllangles of sideslip than for the larger angles of 
sideslip mto*60. 

The decrease in directi- stability at small sideslip angles is 
reflected tn the cross-virul-force coefficient versus angl~f-sideslip 
curves for 0.9 Wch number. (E%ee pxrt (b) of figs. 26, 27, asa 28.) 
No other nonlinearities were indicated in the cross-wind-force char- 
acteristics at any of the three Mach nu&mrs investigated. 

. 
The rOl.kbg n#rmsnt due t0 Sid8SUp (fig. 27(C)) WaS linear for a 

I&ch number of 1.4, except for the broken-line portions of the curves 



for the highest two lift coefficieuts investiegsted which, because of 
the asymmetry through zero siae6lip, are believed to be Unr8liabls 

, data. At 0.90 and 1.91 loch ntiers (figs. 26(k) and 28(c)), the rolls 
ing mom& due to sideslip was nonlin8ar for all values of lift coeffi- 
cient investi*ted. 

In figure 38 is shown the'variatian of the dir8ctianal-stabili'by, 
lateral-force, and effective-dihedral derivatives with lift cosf'ficient 
for the model at a &&ch numb8r of 1.4 (derived from fig. 27). Bscauss 
of the nonUn8ar Ilatur8 of the lateraLand airectianrrl-stability . 
curves-at 0.90 and l.glMach number, no attempt was made to determine 
the afore+.wntioned derivatives for these %ch numbers. About a 
50-percent loss in % 

is indicated in increasing the lift coefficient 
from 0 to 0.70. Almost no variation in t&e lateral-force derivative 
with lif$ coefficient was evident although the effective dihedral deriv- 
ative became more negative with increasing lift coefficient. 

'No significant-Reynolds number effect on the lat8ral and dirgtc- 
tional characteristics of the model was apparent ov8r the range inves- 
tigated. (See fig. 29.) 

With the vertical tail removed, the results indicate the airplane 
would be directionally uustgtble at a Hach Iundber of 1.4.. ,(See 
fig, 30(a).) Adding the vertical tail@coduce& the following ch%&es 
in the stability derivatives: 

% 
frcni -0.0035 to 0.0052, C 

9 
Zrom 

-0.0085 to -0.oi55, and Cl 
P 

from o.ooog to -0.0013. (see fig. 38.) 
t 

The effect of sideslip angle on the longitudinal characteristics 
is illustrated in figure 33. The results indicate that sideslip angle 
had no significant effect on the lift characteristics. Rowever, the 
minimum eag coefficient for 6O of sideslip was about 0.010 greater 
than that for the -wed. condition. The pitch ing-nmment co8ffici8n.t 
iXreaS8d, negatively, as much as 0.04 with increasing sid8slip angle 
from 0' to, 6O with the greater change occurring between 2' and 6O. 

The dirsctional-control charact8ristics fortbemod81 (figs. 30, 
31, and 32) show a n8arly lin8ar variation of yawing wnt, cross- 
wind-force, and rolling&mnt coefficients with rudder deflection, and 
were.little aff8cted by change in angle of attack (notwit)lstanding the 
brokez+line porti-ens of the rollingaoment characteristics at loo angle 
of attack whichdata, because of the asymmetry through zero sideslip, 
are believed to be unreliable). Dire to the high position of the v8r- 
tics1 tail, t.$3 rolling momen t due to rud$er deflsctioa is quite large, 
requiring &bout 3” differential deflection of thq,aile-~mmto balance 
the roll due to 50 rdaer adi&ii~. (See fig. 34. ) 



Results of the investigation of the lateral-control characteris- 
tics of the m&e1 fndicate a nearly linear variation of rolling4nMent 
coefffcfent with aileron deflection thrOughOut the lift-coefficient 
range investigated. (Sea fig. 34.) It should be noted that these 
rolling4mm8nt data are for deflection of one ailerm only. 

Drag Characteristics 

Since th8 highdpeed. performmc 8 of airplak is Irzrgk1-y deter- 
mined by the &.xg characteristics, the wrfaticm of drag coefficient 
withE4ach nmiImr Illustrated in figure 39 becomes of particular 
i~ortagc8. 

At subsonic ~881313, a decrease in drag coefficient with increasing 
I&chn.er at c0nsts.d lift coefficient is apparent in the range of 
0.60 to 0.80 &chnu@er (flg. 39), and. is associated with the inoreas- 
ing lUt-curve slope with increasing Bkchmrniher at kubscm3.c speed 
(fig. 35). Althaugh there is a sudden Fncrease in drag coefficient at- 
a Mach nm@er of 0.9 for a lift coefffcient of 0.3, the increase is 
not sufficient to define the &rag divergence Bch rmiber. 

At sugersanic speeds, a gradual decrease in tLca& coefficient with 
increasing &ch nmiber fe evident for 0 asd 0.3 lift coefficients up , 

- I to a B&h number of 1.91. At a lift coefficient of 0.6,'however, the 
drag coefficient decreases with increasing speed up to 1.6 Mmh nmiber 
above which there is a m9,rked increase in drag coefficient lrp to the 

r limiting %ch nudher of 1.91. 

Substitution of the aspclxraticd.33 tail in place of the aspect- 
rati+3.05 tailincmasedthe drag of the mdeltbmughOutth8Elsch 
number range invsstiga;ted with the most marked increases occurr5ng mar 
Mach nmibers of 0.80 and 1.30. 

Several fkmtors must be c0nsia8red in correcting aercdynxmic &rag 
coefficients obtained fYc0ratiests of a m0d.el in a wfnd tunnel to full- 
Scal8-airplsne flight values. Ama4g these are (a) the effects of 
Reynolds nunher, or the prOblem of correcting ths viscous a=g coeffi- 
cient of a Ftly lax&xv flow at low Reynolds number to that of a 
fully turbulent flcm at highReynol& nuder; (b) the effects of the 
differences in surface cditian of tha model and airplan such as 
skin roughness, mntrol surftsce gaps, and various prduberances; (c) 
the effect of base pressure, since a mrrection is necessary to adjust 
the base pressure coefficient of th8 m&e1 t0 that estimated for th8 
jetsdp8rating capditim of the airplane; and (a) the effect of inter- ._ 
ml duct fbk7, singe it ifi necess4try t0 deduct frmth13 t0,tal m~af3~red 
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_..... .:. 
model drag forcethe'drag due to inter&l flow; definedin the same way 
as the engine manufacturer~s net thrust, to obtain a drag for direct 
comparison with that esttited for thealrplane. The drag due to inter- 
nal flow is defined &8 the difference i'n total momentum b8tW88n th8 flax 

. 

c 

issuing from the model at the exit and the flow ahead of the model in 
the free-stream tube entering the inlets. The magnitude of this drag 
due to internal flow is a function of the free-stream Kach number, ratio 
of exit total to free-stream total pressure, and mass-flaw ratio. 
Sufficient data are presented in table .kII and figure 5 to permit c-al- 
culation of this drag due to internal flow for the present investiga- 
tion. 

The extent of the foregoing corrections to the drag of the present 
l/U-Scale model has been estimated by the Douglas Aircraft Ccanpany to 
be Of the fO~OWin@; magnitude5 (mD'S t0 be added t0 measured CD'S): 

MD(RaSed on Wing Area) 
M = 1.3 1.5 117 

. - 
Effect of Reynolds nuniber 
Effect of surface conditioxl 
Effect of base pressure 
Effect of internal duct flow 

.-. 
-6.0055 --a0058 a.0060 

..0013 .oul3 ,.m13 

.0015 .0015 .0015 
-.0035 -.0026 -.0016 

By way of summation, totalfng the corrections due to the various 
factors considered fn c0nvertw the aerodynamic drag COeffiCientS 
obtained from tests of the l@-scale mcdel in the wind tunnel to full- 
scaleafrplane flight values shows the minimum drag of the model to be 
approximately 10 percent higher tm that to be expected of the airplane 
throughout the supersonic Mach number range of 1.3 to 1.7. 

CONCLDDINO KEMARB 

The results of tests of a l/l2-scale'model of the Douglas X-3 air- 
plane ti the.&6 &by &foot sqpersonkwind t-1 have sham the 
following variations in the lift-.Xrve slope &3nd drag CO8ffiCiStlt With 
Machn&er. The lift-curve slope tended'to increase with increasing 
suhsotic Speed up to a Mach nuniber of 0.93, and gradually decreased with 
increas2ng supersonic speed up to a Mach nuniber of 1.91. A slight 
increase in drag coefficient Was evident at a Mach nu&er of 0.90, but 
the drag4ivergence Mach number was not reached within the s~&sonic 
Mach nun&r range of the tests. At supersonic Speed6 and moderate lift 
coefficients, the drag coefficient gradually decreased With Increasing 
speed zq! to a Mach nu&er of 1.91. 

. 
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R86ultS Of the stability inVestig%ticm r8V8aled a r8giCtII Of mlr- 
ginal longitudinal stability for moderate lift coefficients at a Mach 
nurriber of 0.83 and nearly neutral lmgitudinal stability at high values 
of lift coefficient with the controls set for zero pitching mom8nt at 
a Mach number of l.91 for the origiml conffguration. The use of a 
larger aspectrratio horizontal tail of greater area (4.33 aspect ratio 
as against 3.03 for the original configurdicm, with a 38.4-percent 
increase in area) effectively eliminated the marginal lmgitud~l- 
stability ream at 0.85 Mach nmiber, and. prOtided adequate longitudinal 
stability for high values of lift coefffcient for C!,@ ccditiom at 
a &ch number of l.gl. 

The effectiveness of this all-movEtble tail in p$ovIdiug lcmgitudilaal 
control was nearly constant at subsonic Speeds, but a hercent loss 
in 8ff0Ctimn8SS with increasing speed was haiCh8a between Mach nm 
hers of 1.30 and 1.91. 

The tiectional stability, althoughadequate at Bch nIUIi!LerS of 
1.40 and 1.91, was mrgfml for mgles of Sideslip nezc zero at a &ch 
number of 0.90. 

Adequate lateral stability Was idi&& for a= Mach nm8rS 
investigated (0.90, 1.40, and 1.91). 

The directional- and lateraldontrol CharaCt8riStiCS of the mod81 
indicate linear variatfons of yming+ucment coefficient with rudder 
Cbfl8CtiOXL and of rolling-momsnt coefficient with ailerm d8ftiCtfa, 
little aff8Ct& by a~.gl8 Of attack. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Xatianal Advisory Ccmtnittee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, &lif. 
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TABLE! I.- MODEL%lMENSIONS 

19 

Wing 

Area,squareinches .................... 166.52 
Aspect ratio ......................... 3.09 
Taper ratLo ............................ o-389 
Span, inches ..... .... 
Root sectim (it.&&.b; symmtry) chord, feet 

.............. -22.69 
0.882 

Thiclmess, percent of chord .................. '4.5 
mhdral (Wing r8f8r8nC8 pu), d8gr88S ........... 0 
Incid8nc8,degr8eS ...................... 0 
Meanaerodynamic chord, inches ......... t ..... 7.84 
.%88pbaCk (7+p8rcent-chord line), d8@T88S .......... 0 

Aileron 

Span, inches 
Wingstaticmai &2~~,.inch86. 

............................ 3.16 
8.09 

Wing statim.at outboard end, inches .... . ........ 11.26 
Chordatinboard end, inches ............... . 1.49 
Chord at outboard end, inched ................ 1.04 

Horizontal tail 
Comfiguraticm A 

Area,squareinches .................... 
Ar8a,expos8a, BqWr8 inches ............... zz 
Aspectratio ......................... 3:05 
Taperratio ........................ 0.395 
span,iIlc$es ........................ 9.75 
Root section 

Chord, inches. ...................... 4.58 
Thiclmess, percent of chord ................ 7.5 

Section at SpSnWiS8 station, 1.70 
Chord, inches ........................ 3.61 
Thickness, percent of chord .......... .' ...... 4.5 

Tip s8CtiOIl 
Chord, inches ........................ 1.84 
ThiCti8SS, percent Of Chord ................ 4.5 

Dihedral,de@?eeS. ...................... 0 
bCidenC8 ... . ... 
Mean a8r@mLic.&rd~ LGs.(&~ & total area). ........ 

variable 
. 3.40 

Sweepback (mercent-chord tie), degrees .......... 23 
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Config-urationB 
Ama,squareinches................. 
Area, exposfld, square inches . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tap8rratio........... ;......... 
Span,inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Root S8CtiOXL 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

Chord,fnches................... 
Thiclmess,percentof chord. . . . . . . . . . , . 

Tip section 

. . . . 

. . . . 

Chord,inches...........,....... . . . . 
Thickness, percent of chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Dihedral,d.eg~~s.................. . . . . 
~cidence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :. . . . . . . . 
~ebank~8rodynami~ chord, inch8S (based ~t0tai~~1-8~) . . . . 
Sweepback (~O+8rcent4hord lixte), de-86 . . . . . . . . . 

. 13.67 

. 4.48 

. . 6.3 

. 1.84 

. . 5.4 
. 0 

kriable 
. 3.34 
. . 15 

Area,squareinch8s ...................... 
Asp8CtI-atiO ......................... 
Taperratio ......................... 
S~,inchss ......................... 
Root section 

chora, blch8s. ....................... 

TbLclmess,perc8ntofch0rd ................. 
Tip section 

Chord,inches ........................ 
Thiclmess,percentofclmrd ................. 

Meanaercdymmicchmd,imhes ................ 
Sweepback (ud~edge),d8gr08S. .............. 

23.62 
1.32 

0 -297 
5.59 

“Js . . 
1.96 

Rudaer 

Span,inches ......................... 3.54 
Height of inboard and above horizontal tail reference 

pl.aIle,inches ........................ 0.91 
Height of outboard end above horizontal tail reference 

plan8,fnches ........................ 4.52 
Chordatixittaard end, inches ................. 1.98 
Chordatcmtboardend,fnches ................. 1.09 
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TABLE II.- FIGXIREINDEK 

Longitudinal Stability and Control 

Horiz. 
tail 

configu- 
ration 0.60vta 0.93 

c!L VB cc A 6(a), 7(a) 
B @>, 9W 

A 
GJl~~ciI B 6(b), 7(b) 

8(b), 9(b) 

Figure n-bar 
for M= 

1.301 1.401 1.501 1.601 1.701 1.91 1 

21 

------ 

10(d) U(d) 12(d) 13(d) 14(d) 15(d) 
16(d) - - - - - - 17(d) - - - 18(d) 

Directional and Lateral Stability 

Fig-me number 
for M= 

1 7 
0.9 1.40 1.91 

c, va B %a) 27(a) 28(a) 

csy vs B 26(b) 27th) 28(b) 1 

1 Cz vs 13 1 26b) 1 27(c) 1 2f%d 

ICDVSBI --- 133 I --- l 
Directional and Iateral Control 

(M = 1.40 only) 

Fi@Fure number 
for a.= 

a0 5O 
30(a) 31(a) 

30(b) 31(b) 

30(c) 3UcJ 

100 
32(a) 

32(b) 

32(c) ' 
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TABLE III.- SUMMARY o@ I'RESSURE DATA 

[R = 2.09 x 10";; ,E = 0.7791 

.048 .048 .045 .027 -a42 -.037 I I -.058 

, ---, 2471 .8=j ,.7691 -.a58 .092 .c61 ,040 .040 -.020 7015 

8.711.91 .2%1 .7601 .-ml -.054 .til .078 -036 ,053 .Oll .Oll 

I 15.7 rd .41d -6941 .6161 -3301 -0741 .-I-.0351 .0491 .0771 .047 I 

~015l :015t -0241 .0&l -.1491 -.lO8 i 

.6?'rT.6241Gil -.cd+91 .cJw/-.ol81 -0371 .013 I -.oosI 
15.2 Il.51 .684] .6531 .6031 -.072[ .cAgl .m3 .043 .037 .m9 .W- 
1Ys4 11.5/ .i'Olt .&5( .615t --~4) J)&/ &+j&qf &lj .mg)-~024 

I I 1 
-4.4 1;7 .396 l.llq1.056 -A94 .a05 .bol .cG! -.OlO -.067 -.203 

4.2 1.7 -421 1.077h.015 -.C@.!Z .OlO .005 .a5 -.005 -.u3 1 -.217 ~. . _ I I 1 I 

-.I 1.7 .505 1.004 .9411 -.082 .022 .ol8 .019 .OU -.lyj -.205 
2.1 1.7 Ai29 .899 .q -.086 a.018 .ol8 .019 .Oll -.171 -.xm 
4.Q 1.7 .658 LEE- .84of -.0-R .oa .039 A23 .olg j -.167 -.lw - 

I I I 

6.4 1.-i ,.687 .857 .811 -.On .Q5 *c&7 .015) ,015 -.lu -.l.m 
8.5 1.71 .762 .796 .iT -.a32 .043 .c%cJ .002 ,027 --.l21 -.cbsk 

10.7 1.71 .808 .723 .732 -A82 .043 .c%s-.ol9l ,027 -.OfB -.on I I I 
be., 11.7 .ng A76 .8Sl -.oB 1 

I 
.043] .076+7J .a27)-,053) -.067 

15.1 Il.7 .799 .797 .7511--.09L .,_- --- 3 .039 1 .089/-.044/ .027 p63[-.e4 
SoQl --.l27 1 .O'.qi .lli--.079 1 .027 f .@I ! -.wl 17.3 p.771.1353 .535l .'--I --. , ,---_ ._ I I I 

lrotee: . 
wn &xmmur&Losa ooeffloient in duot 
Pl etatlc-preeeure ooeffioientmeasured ox) in&a&~~~ide of air duct 
PP etatl~esure coeffioisnt meaeured on outbcard aide of air diet 
% batre-preeewx ooefflolent maeured at orlfloee provided around 

the rim of the out+ 
Pa etatio-preesure ooefflolents meaeumd qt orlficee On the fbselngf2, 
*ngh submrlpt numbers oorr~epondfng to tiIfine mniabere airen an 
'8 figuw4oftwJre~ 

-. - 

” 

- -- 

f 
i 
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All quantities are shown 
in the positive sense. 

Figure f.- Sign convention. 
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Figure 2.- T&e l/l24aale ImIgl88 x-3 mdelmotmted In the &by 64oofi 
supersonic wind tunnel. 
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Figure 3.- Three - vierr drawing of the t/2-scale Douglas X- 3 mode/. 
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Figure 4.- Locofion of pressure orifices on fuse/age of u@-scale .Dougfas X-3 mode/. 
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figure 5. - Mass-flow rat)/0 vs. Mach number relationship. E=.779. 
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Figure 6.- Subsonic longitudinal sfa&ifit’y and control characteristics of the 
l//2-scale Doughs X-3 configuration A . I?= 2.61 x /O$ it = 0’ 
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Pifching-moment coefficient, C, 
(b) Pitching-moment characteristics. 

Figure 6. - Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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Figure 7. - Subsonic longitudinal stablllty and control characteristics of 
the V/2-scale Doug/us X-3 configuration A . f?= 2.61 x 10% /,= -4.6: ti 
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Pitching-moment coefficient, C, 

(b) Pitching-moment characferistics. 

Figure 7. - Con timed. 
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Figure 7. - Conchded. 
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pure 8. - Subsonic /ongifudinol sfabilliy and control choroctsristics 
the ///2-SsCff/B Doughs X-3 configuration 6. R = 2.61 x lob;, it - 0’. 
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figure 8.- Contfnued. 
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Angle of atfack, Q, deg 
(a) Liff choraclerkflcs. 

figure 9.- Subsonic long/fudinaf stabiiliy and control characlerisfics of 

the VI2 - scale Doughs X-3. conf/gurat/on 8 , R = 2.6/ x 10’; I,= - 9. 6’. ki 
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(6) Pitching -moment charact erisfics. 

Figure 9. - Continued. 
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figure 9. - Con chded. 
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Figure IO. - Longifudinal stability and contra/ characteristics of fhe l/2-scale Doug/as X-3 

configuration A af a Mach number of I. 30. R = 2.09 x /08. 
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figure IO.- Concluded. 
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Angle of oftuck, oz, deg Pitching-moment coefficient, C, 

(0) Lift charocterlsilcs . (b) h’tchlng-momen t characteristics . 

Figure II.- Longttudinal stability and control characteristics of the l/t.?-scale Douglas X-3 

configuratlon A at a Mach number of 1.40. R= 2.09 x IO’. 
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.A. (C) hog chorac te f istic s . 

Figwe /I. - Continued. 
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